Probing the origin of adaptive aromaticity in 16-valence-electron metallapentalenes
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Dedication ((optional))

Abstract: Species with adaptive aromaticicity are aromatic in the ground and lowest-lying triplet excited states and they have normally intermediate singlet-triplet gaps. Few examples of compounds with adaptive aromaticity are known to date, including 16-valence-electron (16e) metallapentalenes. A sweeping search could be conducted to discover new members of this group, but efficient designs with an explicit strategy would facilitate the quest for new members of this elusive family. Density functional theory calculations and aromaticity evaluations have been performed to reveal the nature of triplet-state aromaticity in 16e metallapentalenes. Our results show that coordination of strong α- or π-donor ligands helps achieving adaptive aromaticity of 16e metallapentalenes by means of a spin delocalization mechanism. These results have important implications for understanding the unusual properties of the organometallic adaptive aromatics, leading the way to efficient design of new compounds with tunable singlet-triplet gaps.

Introduction

Aromaticity is a fundamental concept in chemistry.[1] The most quintessential aromatic molecule, benzene, was isolated by Michael Faraday in 1825.[2] According to the known Hückel’s and Baird’s rules,[3] planar monocyclic species with $4n+2$ π-electrons are aromatic in the ground state ($S_0$) and antiaromatic in the lowest triplet state ($T_1$), while those with $4n$ π-electrons have reversed aromatic character in the two states. In 2008, Mandado and coworkers,[4] proposed to fuse Hückel’s and Baird’s rules in a new rule stating that aromatic annulenes are those having $2n+α$ α and β π-electrons, whereas those having $2n$ α and β π-electrons are antiaromatic.[5]

To date, the aromaticity concept has been extended to not only organic molecules but also organometallic and all-metal systems.[6] As an intriguing research topic, aromaticity is sophisticated due to its multidimensional manifestations in reactivity, geometry, energetics, magnetic response, and electron delocalization properties. All of these properties have been used to define numerous indices of aromaticity.[7] Most of aromaticity studies are focused on the ground-state, while the excited-state aromaticity has been getting more and more attention especially in the field of photochemistry as state-of-the-art methodologies have emerged to perform excited-state analyses both experimentally and computationally.[8] Excited state (anti)aromaticity provides a manner to fine tune the singlet-triplet energy gap of compounds and this is an important factor in the design of new materials that act as molecular motors.[9] high-spin organic molecules,[10] photoluminescence materials,[11] or photovoltaic cells.[12]

One way to design aromatic compounds with intermediate singlet-triplet energy gap is by making use of the adaptive aromaticity concept, which refers to the preservation of aromatic character after a change in the electronic state (normally, from singlet to triplet).[13] Species with adaptive aromaticity do not follow Baird’s rule.[3] Organometallic species with transition-metal elements are likely to exhibit unconventional aromaticity such as Craig-type Möbius aromaticity[14] by using the d orbitals as components of conjugated arrays that form circuits with delocalized electrons.[15] To date only metallapentalene and metallapyridinium with osmium and ruthenium centers were confirmed to be aromatic in both the lowest-lying singlet and triplet states.[13, 16]

The determination of 8-center-8-electron Craig-type Möbius aromaticity in osmapentalenes and osmapentalynes is not as simple as it seems.[17] The transition-metal d orbitals participate in not only the Möbius but also the Hückel systems, for which two different electron-count rules are used.[18] The complexity of aromaticity in metallacycles makes unambiguous electron-counting a difficult task, at least not as simple as it is for annulenes.[19] Frontier orbitals in the ground-state and the excited-
state are undoubtedly associated with the adaptive aromaticity, as π→σ and σ→π transition-metal elements were found in the solely reported cases.\(^\text{13}\) Although it has been found that strong electron acceptors could achieve aromatic benzene derivatives in the T state,\(^\text{20}\) no specific strategy has been proposed for the prediction or even design of organometallic species being aromatic regardless of the electronic state, which requires a thorough understanding of how the adaptive aromaticity is realized. Here we demonstrate that the formation of adaptive aromaticity can be rationalized via spin delocalization mechanism tuned by the donor-abilities of ligands,\(^\text{21}\) and, for the first time, an efficient strategy for achieving adaptive aromaticity in 16-valence-electron (16e) metallapentalenes is proposed.

**Results and Discussion**

**Unexpected violation of adaptive aromaticity.** To examine the possibility to induce adaptive aromaticity by more transition-metal elements, we started from Re\(^+\) (Group 7) and Ir\(^+\) (Group 9), which are isoelectronic to Os\(^+\) (Group 8) in the 16e osmapentalene. Singlet-triplet energy gaps (\(\Delta E_{\text{ST}} = E_T - E_S\)) for these compounds are given in Table S4. \(\Delta E_{\text{ST}}\) for these species range from 9.8 to 45.1 kcal/mol. Aromaticity of the 16e metallapentalene \(\text{M.X} (\text{M} = \text{Re}^{+}/\text{Os}^{2+}/\text{Ir}^{2+}, \text{X} = \text{F}, \text{Cl}, \text{Br}, \text{I})\) with two phosphine ligands (Figure 1a) was evaluated using the NICS(1) index.\(^\text{22}\) All the twelve complexes are aromatic in the S\(_0\) state with negative NICS(1)\(_{zz}\) values (Re.X, -28.6 ~ -29.0 ppm; Os.X, -26.1 ~ -26.4 ppm; Ir.X, -19.3 ~ -19.7 ppm). As the first reported species with adaptive aromaticity,\(^\text{11a}\) Os.Cl is aromatic in the T\(_1\) state. One might assume the rest species to be also aromatic in the T\(_1\) state due to the isoelectronic character. However, unexpected aromaticity loss is observed for Ir.F, Ir.Cl, and Ir.Br (Figure 1b) with minor negative NICS(1)\(_{zz}\) values (2.5 ~ 5.1 ppm) in the T\(_1\) state. The rest of the systems with negative NICS(1)\(_{zz}\) values (Re.X, -30.7 ~ -31.8 ppm; Os.X, -22.4 ~ -23.8 ppm; Ir.I, -17.2 ppm) in the T\(_1\) state can be considered as aromatic as in the S\(_0\) state.

Before raising a question of why only the iodide could make the iridapentalene aromatic in the T\(_1\) state, the aromatic characters of \(\text{M.X}\) should be examined using more approaches since aromaticity is a multidimensional phenomenon.\(^\text{24}\) The anisotropy of induced ring current density (ACID)\(^\text{25}\) have been performed and the results (Figure S5) are in full agreement with diatropic ring currents in aromatic rings. Level of theory: (U)B3LYP/def2-TZVP/(U)PBE0-D3BJ/6-31G(d)~LanL2DZ.
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Figure 1. The geometry of 16-valence-electron metallapentalene with one halide ligand and two phosphine ligands (a) and the NICS(1)\(_{zz}\) values (unit: ppm) of \(\text{M.X}\) systems in the S\(_0\) and T\(_1\) states (b). Negative NICS(1)\(_{zz}\) values result from diatropic ring currents in aromatic rings. Level of theory: (U)B3LYP/def2-TZVP/(U)PBE0-D3BJ/6-31G(d)~LanL2DZ.
Electron delocalization in the π system of the eight-membered ring (8MR, including 7 carbon atoms and 1 metal atom) could be considerably different between Ir.Br and Ir.I in the T₁ state to account for the different aromatic characters. π-EDDB analyses performed for the 8MRs in the S₀ state indicate that the number of delocalized π-electrons in Re.X (6.73–6.78e, i.e. about 0.9e per ring member, eprm – comparable to benzene) is larger than in Os.X (5.11–5.40e, c.a. 0.7eprm – comparable to pyrrole) and even larger than in Ir.X (4.00–4.02e, c.a. 0.5eprm – comparable to furan), which is coherent with the decreasing magnetic shielding ability (Re.X > Os.X > Ir.X) indicated by NICS results (Figure 1b). After the adiabatic transition from the S₀ to the T₁ state, about 90% of delocalized π-electrons are retained in the 8MRs of Re.X. The π-EDDB of Os.X in the T₁ state is 94–99% of that in the S₀ state, indicative of adaptive aromaticity. The Ir.I even has a slightly larger π-EDDB value in the T₁ state (4.29e) than in the S₀ state (4.00e). Dissection of π-EDDB in the T₁ state shows that the π-electron delocalization in α and β systems are comparable (Figure 3a) for species with adaptive aromaticity, indicating a well-preserved aromatic system against the change of electronic state. For Ir.F, Ir.Cl, and Ir.Br, the π-electron delocalization in the β system is reduced by half in the T₁ state, while the overall π-EDDB is only about 85% of that in the S₀ state. Isosurfaces of π-EDDB (Figure 3b) demonstrate the reduction of β delocalization in Ir.Br (T₁) and the adaptive aromaticity of Ir.I in the S₀ and T₁ states.

It is worth noting that the total π-electron population is the sum of the π-EDDB population (delocalized π-electrons), π-EDLA population (π-electrons localized in atoms), and π-EDLB population (π-electrons localized between atomic pairs). We end up with formally 6 α π-electrons and 6 β π-electrons in the hybrid Hückel-Möbius aromatic 8MR fragment of Ir.I (T₁), which clearly violates Mandado’s rule predicting antiaromaticity for both α and β subsystems (Figure S11). It has to be mention here that the fact that these metallacycles have a hybrid Hückel-Möbius character complicates electron counting and common rule following. Moreover, 6 α π-electrons and 5 β π-electrons were found for all the rest M.X (T₁), even though Ir.F, Ir.Cl, and Ir.Br are nonaromatic while Re.X and Os.X are aromatic. Hereby we conclude that the total π-electron population, and equivalently, the formal electron-count, are unable to rationalize the aromatic characters of M.X. Instead, the population of delocalized π-electrons indicated by the π-EDDB is more relevant to the aromaticity especially for hybrid aromatic systems such as M.X. This conclusion is in full compliance with the recent findings that the strict correspondence between the formal number of π-electrons and aromaticity does not hold for metallacycles with unbalanced π-electron count (i.e. those M.X having significantly more electrons than ring members).
realizing the triplet-state aromaticity of reduced (Figure S8). Thus, the unrelaxed T$_1$ state, unpaired electrons belong to two singly-occupied molecular orbitals (SOMOs) which in principle correspond to the HOMO and LUMO in the S$_2$ state as long as the balanced geometries are not drastically changed. Therefore, analyzing the frontier orbital is one of the keys to understand the triplet-state aromaticity. Biorthogonalized SOMOs of Ir.X (T$_1$) are shown in Figure 4, all corresponding to the same SOMO sets of Re.X and Os.X (Figure S6). It has been shown that the highest SOMO (HSOMO) of 16e osmapentalene (Os.CI) has no impact on the π-aromaticity due to its σ character, while the HSOMO-1 is a π-bonding orbital with respect to the 8MR.[24] For the HSOMO-1 of Ir.I, the atomic orbital contribution from the iodine (64.4%) is much higher than the 8MR (27.2%), in stark contrast to those of Ir.F, Ir.Cl, and Ir.Br where 8MRs have contributions larger than 90%. Hence, the adaptive aromaticity of Re.X, Os.X, and Ir.I could be considered as an outcome of a transition involving negligible π-electrons from the 8MR. Meanwhile, considerable amounts of spin density with the out-of-plane π character are distributed over the ring carbon atoms in Ir.F, Ir.Cl, and Ir.Br, whereas in Ir.I only two ligating carbon atoms share some spin density with σ character (Figure 4).

The role of spin delocalization. The unexpected violation of adaptive aromaticity found in Ir.F, Ir.Cl, and Ir.Br has been rationalized by loss of π-electrons in the 8MRs. However, the mechanism of ligand or metal-center effect in achieving adaptive aromaticity needs a more thorough explanation. Without the presence of X ligand, the metallacycles with frozen geometries are still aromatic in the S$_2$ state, but after the vertical transition the [Os(PH$_3$)$_2$C$_2$H$_3]^+$ and [Ir(PH$_3$)$_2$C$_2$H$_3]^+$ are not aromatic in the unrelaxed T$_1$ state while the aromaticity of [Re(PH$_3$)$_2$C$_2$H$_3]^+$ is also reduced (Figure S8). Thus, the X ligand plays an important role in realizing the triplet-state aromaticity of M.X. Atomic spin populations in M.X (T$_1$) indicate that unpaired electrons are mainly distributed over the metal center and the ligating atoms after the adiabatic transition (Figure 5). Phosphine ligands only share negligible amounts of spin density (smaller than 0.05). For a given metal-center, the magnitude of spin-density shared by halide increases in the order of F $<$ Cl $<$ Br $<$ I. The Re.X species exhibit highly localized spin density on the rhenium atom (population: 1.659–1.692 e), with noticeable distributions over no ring carbon atoms but halide ligands. Spin populations of halide ligands in Os.X are larger than those in Re.X, while the varying ability of halides to share spin population is also more apparent in Os.X. In contrast, only I$^-$ has a significantly larger spin population in Ir.X. The F, Cl, and Br in Ir.X are unable to share more spin density, whereas the spin populations of ligating carbon atoms are drastically increased to 0.336–0.468 e.

Spin delocalization and spin polarization are two mechanisms that decide how spin-density is distributed in transition metal complexes.[21] Spin populations of the non-coordinated carbon atoms are minor (±0.01) in M.X, indicating minor spin polarization. Hence, spin delocalization is dominant in the triplet-state M.X. Instead of analyzing frontier orbitals, the formation of triplet-state metallapentalenes can be treated as a process where two unpaired electrons of the metal-center are partially delocalized toward the ligands. Such a delocalization is closely related with donor-ability of ligands.[21] Halogens are well-known π-donor ligands in organometallic chemistry, with the ability increases in the order of F $<$ Cl $<$ Br $<$ I.[27] This is consistent with what we have observed for the spin populations. The charge decomposition analysis (CDA)[28] considering as fragments M$^+$ and X$^-$ (the fragments that results from homolytic dissociation of the M–X bond) shows that the higher π-donating ability of halogen (characterized by higher energies of its valence np orbitals) leads to the larger contribution of its valence np orbitals in the HOMO, which has M$^+$.X$^-$ antibonding character (Figure 6). As a relatively weaker π-donor, fluorine has no considerable contribution to the HOMO of Ir.F. Both the 3p$_z$ spin orbitals of chlorine atom in Ir.Cl have 13% contribution to the corresponding spin HOMOs. The 4p$_z$ spin orbitals of bromine atom have higher contributions (45%, 51%) in Ir.Br. Even higher contributions from iodine (78%, 77%)
are found in Ir.I where both 5p_y and 5p_z orbitals significantly interact with the metal center. Such an exceptional π-donor ability of iodine is prominent in the iridapentalene complex since the electron-deficiency of iodium center is higher than those of osmium and rhenium centers. Contribution of the C_6H_5 fragment to the HOMO orbital decreases in the order of increasing π-donor character, i.e., the largest contribution corresponds to X = F and the smallest to X = I.

**Strategy for achieving adaptive aromaticity.** To test our hypothesis that strong donor ligands could be used to prevent spin delocalization from the metal-center to the C_6H_5 moiety and achieve adaptive aromaticity, we proceed to investigate a series of ligands with varying donor/acceptor ability for 16e metallapentalenes. The PH_3 is used as a spectator ligand due to three reasons: 1) the spin delocalization from the metal center to the HOMO orbital decreases in the order of increasing π-donor ability of ligands (e.g., two CO) can enhance the spin delocalization from π orbitals (Figure S10). Conversely, using more π-acceptor ligands is negligible; 2) the bulkiness of PH_3 is small enough to minimize the steric effect; 3) PH_3 has a commonly-used substitute of PPh_3 instead of the 8MR. This mechanism applies to systems with a π-SOMO such as the HSOMO-1 of Os.L_2. π-donor ligand promotes adaptive aromaticity by facilitating the spin delocalization from metal-center to the donor ligand instead of the 8MR. This mechanism applies to systems with no influence on the π-aromaticity. However, strong σ-donors could cause deformed geometries in the S_0 state except for Ir.H (S_2) which has a broken structure (Tables S3 and S4).

![Figure 6](image_url) **Figure 6.** Orbital contributions obtained from charge decomposition analysis (CDA) for HSOMOs of Ir.X in the S_0 state. Each complex is divided into radical [Ir(PPh_3)_3Cl]^{2+} and X (F, Cl, Br, or I). Smaller contributions from other orbitals are neglected. The spin flip was applied to X, and thus its β electrons outnumber the α counterparts. Upward and downward arrows represent α and β electrons, respectively. Isovalue for orbital contours: 0.03 a.u. The LanL2DZ basis set is applied to all the halogens including the fluorine.

![Figure 7](image_url) **Figure 7.** Ligand effect on the triplet-state aromaticity of 16-valence-electron metallapentalenes. The spin population of C_4 is indicative of the π-spin delocalization from the metal center to the C_6H_5 moiety and adaptive aromaticity, i.e., the largest contribution corresponds to X = F and the smallest to X = I. With a relatively electron-rich rhenium center, the Re.L has adaptive aromaticity even attached with a strong σ-acceptor ligand such as CO or PF_3. The Os.L displays adaptive aromaticity with strong σ-donor (NH_2, OH, F, Cl, Br, I) or σ-donor ligands (SnCl_3, BMe_2). For the Ir.L, where the iridium center is highly electron-deficient, it requires stronger donor ligands (NH_2, F, SnCl_3, BMe_2) to be aromatic in the T_1 state. It should be noted that, to generate adaptive species, placing the L at the equatorial position as in the above-mentioned M.L systems is a better choice than at the axial positions. Interaction between L and the BMR could be strong enough to cause drastic changes of chemical bonding if L is placed at the axial position (Figure S7).

Although both σ- and π-donor ligands can promote the formation of adaptive aromaticity, the mechanisms are not exactly the same. σ-donor ligand promotes adaptive aromaticity by facilitating the spin delocalization from metal-center to the donor ligand instead of the BMR. This mechanism applies to systems with a σ-SOMO such as the HSOMO-1 of Ir.X (Figure 4). With a particularly strong σ-donor such as NH_2, adaptive aromaticity can be achieved even in the iridapentalene complex (Figure 8a). On the other hand, σ-donor ligands lead to two σ-SOMOs (Figure 8b) with no influence on the π-aromaticity. However, strong σ-donors could cause deformed geometries in the S_0 state to maintain the π orbitals (Figure S10). Conversely, using more π-acceptor ligands (e.g., two CO) can enhance the spin delocalization from...
adaptive aromaticity. A delocalization scheme can be used in the rationalization of SOMOs (T-equivalent in most cases. For species (e.g. views, spin delocalization and electronic transition, which are EDDB(T-state comparable to that in the S-aromaticity by resulting in the electron delocalization in the T-state. The stronger π-donor ability of the iodide is able to prevent spin delocalization in the 8MR of Ir(I(T1), and thus resulting in the adaptive aromaticity as found in rhenapentalenes and osmapentalenes. A series of ligands with varying α- and π-donor abilities have been examined, showing that to keep adaptive aromaticity electron-deficient metal-centers are especially demanding of stronger donor ligands. Rhenapentalenes (Re.L) have higher ligand-tolerance with respect to the triplet-state aromaticity. To obtain adaptive aromaticity in osmapentalenes (Os.L), weak donor or even π-acceptor ligands should not be used. The choice of ligands for iridapentalene (Ir.L) is more limited due to the high electron-deficiency of iridium center. A number of species with adaptive aromaticity have been discovered in this study by using donor-ligands in 16e metallapentalenes. Our findings not only provide a strategy for achieving adaptive aromaticity in 16e metallapentalenes but also could inspire the tailoring of more novel aromatics in the excited state.

Computational Methods

All DFT calculations in this study were performed using the Gaussian 09 software package. Molecular geometries were optimized at the (U)PBE0-D3BJ/6-31G(d)-LanL2DZ level[31] without symmetry constraints. Open-shell systems were treated with the unrestricted formalism. The 6-31G(d) was used for C, H, O, N, B, and F atoms while the LanL2DZ was used for the rest of atoms with f- and d-polarization functions for transition-metal and p-block elements, respectively.[32] Spin-orbit coupling was not taken into account. We are aware that hybrid functionals such as the PBE0 method overestabilize high-spin states as compared to low-spin states, and, therefore, it is likely that the reported singlet-triplet energy gaps (∆E(s-t)) are somewhat underestimated.[33] Frequency calculations were performed to confirm all optimized structures were energy minima. Reliability of geometry optimization at this level has been ensured by testing on an experimentally synthesized osmapentalene (Figure S1). Bioorthogonalization of molecular orbitals was carried out using Multiwfn[24] for triplet-state species to obtain one-to-one pairing of α- and β-spin orbitals, without violating the orthonormalization in each subspace and changing the total energy, total electron density or spin density. Energies of bioorthogonalized orbitals were estimated using the Fock matrix obtained from the Gaussian and NB06 programs.[28] More details about bioorthogonalized orbitals can be found in Figure S2. Charge decomposition analyses (CDA)[29] were conducted also using Multiwfn. Nucleus-independent chemical shift (NICS)[30] and gauge-including magnetically induced currents (GIMIC)[31] calculations were performed using the gauge invariant atomic orbitals (GIAO). NICS(1)zz values were obtained by placing ghost atoms at 1 Å above/below the ring centers at the (U)B3LYP/def2-TZVP/(U)PBE0-D3BJ/6-31G(d)-LanL2DZ level of theory (Figure S3). Electron density of delocalized bonds (EDDB)[32] analyses based on density matrices within the natural atomic orbital (NAO) representation were carried out using the RunEDDB script program.[40]
The long-range corrected functional CAM-B3LYP was used in GIMIC and EDDB calculations for the better description of electron delocalization.\cite{41} The def2-TZVP basis set\cite{42} was used in EDDB calculations for higher accuracy. The complementary results involving the harmonic oscillator model of aromaticity (HOMA)\cite{43} are provided in Table S2 and Figure S4 in the SI but they will not be discussed in detail here.
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Adaptive aromaticity is a rare property referring to being aromatic in both ground and excited states. The origin of adaptive aromaticity in 16e metallapentalenes is proved by a spin delocalization mechanism where the donor ability of ligand (L) is competing with the electron deficiency of metal center. Strong \( \sigma \) or \( \pi \) donor ligands help achieving adaptive aromaticity.
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